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- Tags can be added for each file of your PC. - You have the option to rename the file in order to quickly
find it. - Rating (on a scale of 1 to 5 stars) allows you to quickly see if the file you are about to download is

of good quality. - Even though we have made the option to hide files, we still make sure that you can
always find them. Klikk is an efficient and simple to use program that offers users multiple windows. The

application main aim is to offer users a PC like desktop, with multiple widgets, bookmarks and
customizable toolbars. Klikk Screenshot: The Klikk application is specially designed to offer users a

desktop like PC. The interface is based on icons and resembles a Mac OS X desktop. It has a simple to use
interface that you can personalize by using customizing widgets. The application will allow you to create

your own desktop shortcuts for various websites. Klikk's main aim is to offer users a PC like desktop. The
widgets that can be added to Klikk include: Taskbar, Clock, Desktop, Social Media, Browser and Power
Save. Klikk Description: - Klikk has a modern user interface and is specially designed to offer users a

desktop like environment. - Customize the desktop like your own by creating personal shortcuts. - Klikk's
main aim is to offer users a PC like desktop. - Klikk is a very simple program to use. CleanSweep is a

simple and intuitive application specially designed for windows users to clean up system-related clutter and
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junk files. The application comes with a few amazing and advanced features that will allow you to clean up
your PC and thus boost its performance. CleanSweep Features: - Allow you to easily organize junk files. -
Help you to make the most of your space. - Designed to meet Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 needs. -

It will allow you to delete temporary files and empty browsing history. The CleanSweep application is
specially designed for users who want to clean up junk files from their PC and boost their system

performance. The application comes with a few amazing features and a lot of amazing functionalities. You
can use this application with the ease of a Windows based computer. CleanSweep Features: - Allows you

to remove temporary files and empty browsing history. - Help you to organize junk files. - It is designed to
meet Windows XP, Vista

Reggata Activation Code [Mac/Win] 2022 [New]

-------- Reggata Crack Mac is an application specially designed to help users in organizing and viewing
their files. Reggata Product Key has four major features: • Browse through your files • Add tags and

ratings to your files • View all files sorted by tag • Sort by rating Since Reggata Crack For Windows has
only a few features and a simple user interface, it does not compete with more powerful applications like
EMusic, MediaMonkey, Kazaa, Winamp, or Winamp 2. However, its powerful and easy-to-use interface

offers a number of helpful features that a more advanced application might lack. Reggata Activation Code
is easy to use, and offers a flexible tagging system. It allows you to add tags and ratings to any file. You
can view all files sorted by tag or by rating. Reggata Crack Mac Comments: ----------------- Reggata is a
simple and easy-to-use utility specially designed to offer users a tagging system for local files. You have
the possibility to add tags and ratings to any file. Basically, this accessible application will help you view

and organize your files with the utmost ease. Reggata Description: -------- Reggata is an application
specially designed to help users in organizing and viewing their files. Reggata has four major features: •

Browse through your files • Add tags and ratings to your files • View all files sorted by tag • Sort by rating
Since Reggata has only a few features and a simple user interface, it does not compete with more powerful
applications like EMusic, MediaMonkey, Kazaa, Winamp, or Winamp 2. However, its powerful and easy-
to-use interface offers a number of helpful features that a more advanced application might lack. Reggata

is easy to use, and offers a flexible tagging system. It allows you to add tags and ratings to any file. You
can view all files sorted by tag or by rating. More... Rating: Download Reggata 1.20.00 free Files in this
package Reggata is a simple and easy-to-use utility specially designed to offer users a tagging system for

local files. You have the possibility to add tags and ratings to any file. Basically, this accessible application
will help you view and organize your files with the utmost ease. Reggata Description: -------- Reggata is an

application specially designed to 1d6a3396d6
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Reggata is a simple and easy-to-use utility specially designed to offer users a tagging system for local files.
Features: Simple interface, very easy-to-use. Tagging, labels and ratings. Can save files in different
formats: Portable Document Format, HTML, RTF. You can add as many labels and ratings as you want.
Category: Utilities Publisher: Reggata License: Freeware File size: 11 MB Date: 2011-09-19 File.pm is a
Perl module which provides the minimum functionality needed for tagging files. You have the possibility
to add tags and ratings to any file. The tag/rating feature is useful when you want to browse files and it will
make your life a lot easier. Basically, this accessible application will help you view and organize your files
with the utmost ease. File.pm is a Perl module which provides the minimum functionality needed for
tagging files. You have the possibility to add tags and ratings to any file. The tag/rating feature is useful
when you want to browse files and it will make your life a lot easier. Basically, this accessible application
will help you view and organize your files with the utmost ease. Description: File.pm is a Perl module
which provides the minimum functionality needed for tagging files. Features: Simple interface, very easy-
to-use. Tagging, labels and ratings. Can save files in different formats: Portable Document Format,
HTML, RTF. You can add as many labels and ratings as you want. Category: Utilities Publisher: Mambo
Solutions License: Freeware File size: 14 MB Date: 2011-09-19 FileFavorites is a simple application that
will allow you to save specific files and folders for your use. You have the possibility to add tags and
ratings to any file. The tag/rating feature is useful when you want to browse files and it will make your life
a lot easier. Basically, this accessible application will help you view and organize your files with the utmost
ease. Description: FileFavorites is a simple application that will allow you to save specific files and folders
for your use. Features: Simple interface, very easy-to-use. Tagging, labels and ratings

What's New in the?

Easily organize your files in a local network. When you need to create and search files in a group of
computers or to tag any file that you want to categorize or organize, reggatawill be your best friend. Quick
and easy. Make it in seconds with reggatawhich consists of only 3 easy steps: - Add tags to files. - Give it a
name to identify or organize them. - Display files using your tags Reggata Features: * High performance *
Perfect looking interface * Complete support for a local network * Support a maximum of 10,000 tags *
Free, but you can unlock all features for $49.95 Reggata has a handy menu that allows you to edit tags and
descriptions. You have the possibility to add a new tag and to edit it. Reggata is not restricted to a certain
number of tags. It does not limit you to the maximum number of 10,000 tags allowed. In case you need
more, simply create an additional tag using the menu at the top. Reggata offers a great interface that allows
you to organize your files quickly and easily. The application displays files using a standard menu. Reggata
does not use any database and it is not limited to a specific number of files. It organizes them in an internal
database. Reggata is designed to be a freeware which means that you don’t need to pay anything to use it.
However, you can unlock all its features for $49.95. This is a one time purchase and you will never have to
pay anything again. System Requirements: * Windows XP/Vista/7/8 * 300 MB of hard disk space Files
Tags Files Tags is a simple file manager for Windows, developed with a simple purpose: to allow you to
organize your files in a very intuitive way. The program is very easy to use. You need to create a category
for every file and assign a name and a description to your files. Afterwards, you can use Files Tags to
display your files by category or by time. Files Tags Features: * Organize your files in a simple way. *
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Easily create categories and assign names and descriptions to your files. * Assign filters and sort the files
by name or by date and time. * Display files using a menu. * Easily search for any file by name. * Add
categories to any file. * Use the program as a drag and drop file browser. * Store the most important files
in favorites. * Sort the files in a category using subcategories. * Hide files you don’t want to see. * Create a
gallery of your files. * Sort the gallery using a submenu
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System Requirements:

Windows XP Windows Vista Mac OS 10.4 Windows 7 Mac OS 10.5 Mac OS 10.6 Linux 2.6 or later
Linux 64-bit Mac OS X 10.4 or later Mac OS X 64-bit FreeBSD Solaris
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